Hello Junior Church!
Ben will zoom with you about the verse

“I am the way, the truth and the life”.
I hope you like mazes: small ones you can do on paper and big ones you can
do in your garden or in the house. If you follow Jesus he will lead you to the truth and the truth will
lead you through life in a good way. So…

Game: Seekers
You need: 3 to 5 lengths of a lot of string or wool or heavy thread
 a Bible or Bible verse and a collection of random items; as many as you have lengths of string
minus 1
 a large area to play
 family members who will join in.
How to Play: This game is a life-size version of a ‘follow-the-line maze’. (the type of maze where a
bunch of lines are jumbled up on the page and you have to follow the correct line to the end-see
below.) You can set up a monster-sized game in the garden or in the house if the adults agree.
Arrange several (more than 3) lengths of string around the room, house or Garden, all starting at the
same place. Loop them through chairs, under tables, around bushes and in and out of garden sheds.
Make sure the strings cross over one another. Some strings can even loop back and connect to
themselves. Attach random items to the ends of the strings, like shoes or books or toys. Attach a Bible
or Bible verse To the end of the winning string. To play, have your parents or younger siblings choose
one string and follow it to its end. The winner is the one who finds the ‘Word of Truth’

I am the way and the
truth and the life. No
one comes to the
Father except through
me John 14:6
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The winner is

Here are some mazes to play with.

